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lasses were in session and the halls almost
empty. A teacher first noticed the little boy—
small but chunky, maybe a second grader—then
two other boys, a bit older, walking near him.
One of the two called out: “Hey, Fatty! You stink
up the soccer field! You suck at soccer!”
The object of the taunt took a deep breath and
squared his shoulders, then turned to face his
attackers. “You’re right,” he said. “I’m not good at
soccer. And you are really good—one of the best
in the school. But you know what? I’m really good
at art. I can draw almost anything.”
The air seemed to go out of the boy who had
hurled the insult, and he said: “You’re not so bad.
Want me to show you some moves after school?”
Then the pair walked off in another direction, the
little guy still standing near the teacher.
“Gimme five!” she said to him, acknowledging
how he had handled the situation. This teacher
also found the second grader’s teacher and let her
know what he had done.
Today there are more and more examples in the
U.S. of schools that are paying attention to chil-
dren’s social and emotional learning (SEL) as a
basic part of their school’s culture, structure, ped-
agogy, and curriculum frame-
works. Imagine a school
where:
• The uniqueness, diversity,
and inherent value of every
individual are honored, and
education of the whole child is
a basis for a lifelong process.
• Students recognize and
manage their emotions, solve
their own conflicts on the
playground, and feel safe
enough to discuss concerns
with their teachers and class-
mates by taking an active role in school improve-
ment and governance.
• The school staff pays more attention to equip-
ping students with the skills they need to

approach the “tests of life” rather than having
their students’ school experience be composed of
“a life of tests.”
• The school leadership shifts from a centralized
concept of power to approaches that help individ-
uals and groups in the school to self-organize and
solve problems cooperatively.
• School spirit comes as much from collaboration,
connection, and engaging classroom practices as
it does from, for example, winning a football
game.
• A coordinated, well-planned and evidence-based
social and emotional learning program is seen as
not an either/or choice in terms of a student’s
potential for academic success but rather as one
enhancing the other.

The dream school described here is not out of
our reach. This kind of school is becoming more
and more the norm, not the exception, in
American education. Thousands of schools in the
U.S.—according to the latest data, 59% of
schools in the U.S. have some form of social and
emotional learning curricula at various stages of
implementation1—are adopting research-based
social and emotional learning programs in the
context of safe and supportive school, family, and

community learning environ-
ments in which children feel val-
ued, respected, connected, and
engaged in their learning. Why
are more and more U.S. school
systems embracing this expand-
ed vision of education? What
are the challenges we face and
what do we need to do to move
this vision of education for-
ward?

This report outlines the jour-
ney that has taken place in the

U.S. over the past few decades to implement high-
quality social and emotional learning (SEL) pro-
gramming as a regular part of kindergarten to
grade 12 education. It describes the following:
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• The challenges and barriers to learning for chil-
dren growing up in the U.S. today, compared to
those of the past, and why social and emotional
learning is taking hold.
• The trends in American educa-
tion that have shaped policy over
the past decades and laid the
groundwork for the social and
emotional learning movement
and the founding of the
Collaborative for Academic,
Social, and Emotional Learning
(CASEL).
• What it looks like to further the
vision of SEL when a school dis-
trict and an individual school
commit to this agenda. [Editor’s
note: The full report also contains
a study of how Illinois is adopting
SEL programming at the state level.]

I will take a closer look at the Anchorage
School District in Alaska, which has been actualiz-
ing a vision of SEL as a basic part of the district’s
mission for close to two decades. I will also exam-
ine the implementation of SEL at PS 24, The Dual-
Language School for International Studies in New
York City. I will conclude with some thoughts
about steps we still need to take in the U.S. to
make SEL a household term and the accepted way
we educate American children.

Education in the United States
The U.S. system of education is complex, multi-
dimensional, and among the largest systems of
education in the world. Because the population of
the U.S. is increasing, so is enrollment in all levels
of education, both public and private. The coun-
try is divided into more than 15,000 independent-
ly operated public school districts headed by
superintendents and more than 80,000 individual
schools headed by principals.2

The governing structure of the U.S. education-
al system consists of each school district’s having
a local school board. Each of the 50 states has a
chief state school officer, a governor, and a state
legislature. There are six regional accrediting
agencies and one U.S. Department of Education,
which is in charge of national initiatives that
include funding and other issues of legal compli-
ance.3 There are vast differences in race or ethnic-

ity, wealth, religion, age, and population density
among the various states. Although the Federal
government contributes only 10% of each state’s
total education funding, it issues about 90% of

the commands.4

Children attend compulsory edu-
cation from 1st grade (about six
years old) to 12th grade (about
17-18 years old).5 There are
54,000 elementary schools, which
usually cover grades from pre-
kindergarten through grade 5,
and 18,000 secondary schools,
which are sometimes composed of
middle schools (grades 6-8) and
high schools (grades 9-12). There
are variations in the way the 12
years of schooling are divided
depending on the number of chil-

dren in any given neighborhood. Pre-kindergarten
and kindergarten are not yet universal.

About 49 million students attend public
schools and another 6.1 million attend private
and independent schools, to which families need
to pay tuition fees. Currently, about 1 million chil-
dren are home-schooled.6 The number of children
ages 5-17 who speak a language other than
English in the home more than doubled between
1979 and 2005, with 1 out of 5 school-age chil-
dren speaking a language other than English at
home today.7 38% of public school students are
minority or children of color. Only 10% second-
ary school teachers, 14% elementary teachers,
16% principals and 4% superintendents, how-
ever, are minorities. The pedagogical staff is com-
posed of 2.8 million public school teachers and
about 70,000 principals who are the heads of the
schools.8

In 1900 in the U.S., only about 7% of
Americans had a high school diploma. About
75% lived on farms. Today, only 3% live on
farms and about 75% have high school
diplomas.9 The average public school in 1900
enrolled 40 students, and the size of the average
school district was 120 students. Today, an aver-
age elementary school enrolls more than 400
pupils, and a typical high school enrolls more
than 2,000 pupils. In 1900, schools were more
economically, racially, and ethnically homoge-
neous.10

School systems
throughout the
United States are
starting to realize
that SEL more than
pays for itself in
benefits to individ-
ual children and to
society.
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Today’s schools face unprecedented chal-
lenges to educate an increasingly multicultural
and multilingual student body and to address the
widening social and economic disparities in U.S.
society. Of the more than 300 million people liv-
ing in the U.S.,11 more than 40 million move in a
year, and of these, 7 million are school-age chil-
dren. Further, we have no system to track a stu-
dent who moves from one state to another.12

Kindergarten teachers say that about 20% of
children entering kindergarten
do not yet have the necessary
social and emotional skills to
be “ready” for kindergarten. Of
very low income children, as
many as 30% may not have
the necessary skills.13 About a
third of today’s students do
not graduate from high school
after four years. In 2003, 88%
of Asians, 85% of whites,
80% of blacks, and 57% of
Hispanics had a high school
diploma. The U.S. now ranks
10th in the world in the per-
centage of youth who graduate from high school.
We were first about 30 years ago.14

After high school, of those graduates who do
not directly enter the workforce, some students
enter technical and vocational institutions. Others
attend community college, which is usually for
two years, or attend a four-year college or univer-
sity. The average four-year college student—
public or private—will graduate with a debt of
$18,000, and this number is increasing.15

Challenges that Face American Youth
and SEL as a Solution
Our experience of the world as children was vastly
different from the world our children face. Today’s
world includes all kinds of stressors that didn’t
even exist when we were growing up. As an ele-
mentary teacher during the 1970s and later as an
administrator in New York City schools, I started
to notice that young people’s social and emotion-
al development seemed to be in a serious decline.
I was seeing children coming to school more
aggressive, more disobedient, more impulsive,
sadder, and lonelier. Thomas Achenbach con-
firmed my observations; his groundbreaking stud-

ies of thousands of American children, first in the
mid-1970s and then again in the late 1980s,
proved this to be true. America’s children—from
the poorest to the most affluent—displayed a
decline across the board in scores on more than
forty measures designed to reflect a variety of
emotional and social capacities.16

Children in America today face a host of
unprecedented challenges to their safe and
healthy development. National statistics hint at

the scope of these challenges:
15% to 22% of the nation’s
youth experience social, emo-
tional, and mental health prob-
lems requiring treatment; 25%
to 30% of American children
experience school adjustment
problems; and 14% of students
12-18 years of age report hav-
ing been bullied at school in the
past 6 months.17

The 2005 Youth Risk
Behavior Survey (YRBS)—the
most current year available—
revealed a large percentage of

American high school students are involved with
substance abuse, risky sexual behavior, violence,
and mental health difficulties. For example,
16.9% of high school students had seriously con-
sidered attempting suicide; more than 40% used
alcohol; close to 30% had ridden in a car with
someone who had been drinking within 30 days
of the survey; and almost 20% had carried a
weapon some time during the past month.18

Threats to learning can be found on the home
front as well. Young people today have virtually
uncensored media access through the Internet,
cable television, and music outlets; they are bom-
barded as never before by commercial messages
that tout unceasing consumption and glamour as
the routes to happiness. Young people today are
far less likely than previous generations to have
adults around them in their non-school hours, as
mothers’ labor-force participation has grown from
10% in the 1950s to more than 78% in 1999.19

As of 2004, more than half of all children will
grow up in a home without a biological father
present.20

According to the 2006 Indicators of School
Crime and Safety report from the National Center

When social and emo-
tional skills are taught
and mastered, they
help children succeed
not just in school, but
also in all avenues of
life.
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for Education Statistics, 27% of schools report
daily or weekly bullying incidents. In 2005, more
than a quarter of students ages 12-18 reported
being bullied within the past six months, with
58% of these students bullied once or twice dur-
ing that period, 25% bullied once or twice a
month, 11% bullied once or twice a week, and
8% of students bullied almost every day.21

In the past, the dominant paradigm in
response to this decline in American children’s
social and emotional capacities focused on trying
to identify the risk factors that caused this antiso-
cial behavior. There were almost two decades of
school-based “prevention wars,” like the “war on
drugs.” In the last two decades
we have witnessed a healthy
paradigm shift. Researchers
and practitioners are studying
the concept of resilience—the
innate ability we all have to
self-correct and thrive in the
face of life’s challenges. Bonnie
Bernard, a pioneer in the field
of strength-based approaches,
has helped us take a look at
how young people’s strengths and capabilities
can be developed in order to protect them from
the potential harm that these circumstances rep-
resent.22

Despite, and perhaps because of, the chal-
lenges young people face, growing evidence sug-
gests that a key component in meeting education-
al goals for children, academic as well as social, is
social and emotional learning.23 Robust research
studies have shown that students in schools that
use an evidence-based SEL curriculum significant-
ly improve in their attitudes toward school, their
behaviors, and their academic performance.
Almost 30 studies have shown that SEL programs
result in student improvements in achievement
test scores—an average of 14% over students
who do not learn SEL skills. Furthermore, the
impact of SEL programs seem to be long-lasting.24

One major multi-year study found that by the
time they were adults, students who received SEL
in grades 1-6 (6 to 11 years of age) had an 11%
higher grade point average, significantly greater
levels of school commitment and attachment to
school at age 18, and greater school success.
Among students required to repeat a grade, the

retention rate for students who received SEL was
better at 14%, versus 23% for control students.
Further, SEL students demonstrated a 30% lower
incidence of school behavior problems at age 18,
a 20% lower rate of violent delinquency at age
18, and a 40% lower rate of heavy alcohol use at
age 18.25

Why Social and Emotional Learning
Is Essential
A growing body of research suggests that helping
children develop good social and emotional skills
early in life makes a big difference in their long-
term health and wellbeing. Studies have shown

that children’s social and emo-
tional functioning and behavior
begin to stabilize around the
age of eight, and can predict
the state of their behavior and
mental health later in life.26 In
other words, if children learn to
express emotions constructive-
ly and engage in caring and
respectful relationships before
and while they are in lower ele-

mentary grades, they are more likely to avoid
depression, violence, and other serious mental
health problems as they grow older. Conclusions
like these may seem obvious but, in the face of
nature-nurture debates, provide evidence for the
importance of deliberate and focused education in
these areas.

School systems throughout the United States
are starting to realize that SEL more than pays for
itself in benefits to individual children and to soci-
ety. Providing children with comprehensive social
and emotional learning programs characterized
by safe, caring, and well-managed learning envi-
ronments and instruction in social and emotional
skills addresses many of these learning barriers.
School attachment—a sense of connectedness
and belonging—is enhanced, risky behaviors
reduced, and academic achievement positively
influenced.

Many schools in the U.S. have begun to see
the value in creating and supporting the school
conditions and student capacities that SEL pro-
vides. Many educators today are working to
change and manage school environments or cli-
mates—in classrooms, in hallways, on playing
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Attending to social and
emotional needs is crit-
ical. Students need to
feel good about them-
selves to learn.



fields, and in clubs. They are also working to
develop students’ skills and knowledge, skills and
knowledge that maximize their potential for opti-
mal performance, human connection, and effec-
tive relationships. These are skills like recognizing
and managing our emotions, developing caring
and concern for others, establishing positive rela-
tionships, making responsible decisions, and
handling challenging situations constructively.
These skills, for example, allow children to calm
themselves when angry, make friends, resolve
conflicts respectfully, and make ethical and safe
choices.

Students who are given clear behavioral stan-
dards and social skills, allowing them to feel safe,
valued, confident, and chal-
lenged, will exhibit better
school behavior and learn
more. This statement is of mon-
umental importance as we
attempt to improve the out-
comes of education in the U.S.
In fact, SEL skills and the sup-
portive environments in which
they are taught seem to con-
tribute to the resiliency of all
children—those without identi-
fied risks and those at-risk of
or already exhibiting emotional or behavioral
problems and in need of additional support.

Daniel Goleman has contributed much to our
thinking about the need to nurture the social and
emotional lives of children. In his groundbreaking
book Emotional Intelligence, Goleman summarized
research from the fields of neuroscience and cog-
nitive psychology that identify EQ—emotional
intelligence—as being as important as IQ in terms
of children’s healthy development and future life
success. He wrote:

One of psychology’s open secrets is the
relative inability of grades, IQ, or SAT
scores, despite their popular mystiques, to
predict unerringly who will succeed in life.
…There are widespread exceptions to the
rule that IQ predicts success—many (or
more) exceptions than cases that fit the
rule. At best, IQ contributes about 20 per-
cent to the factors that determine life suc-
cess, which leaves 80 percent to other
forces.27
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Goleman’s work has helped educators, includ-
ing me, understand the importance of emotional
intelligence as a basic requirement for the effec-
tive use of one’s IQ—that is, one’s cognitive skills
and knowledge. He made the connection between
our feelings and our thinking more explicit by
pointing out how the brain’s emotional and execu-
tive areas are interconnected physiologically,
especially as these areas relate to teaching and
learning. The prefrontal lobes of the brain, which
are associated with emotional impulses, are also
strongly associated with working memory and
learning.

Educators and parents alike are now much
more aware that when chronic anxiety, anger, or

upset feelings intrude on chil-
dren’s thoughts, less capacity
is available in working memory
to process what they are trying
to learn. This implies that, at
least in part, academic success
depends on a student’s ability
to maintain positive social
interactions. Schools across the
U.S. today are beginning to
systematically help children
strengthen their EQs by equip-
ping them with concrete skills

for identifying and managing their emotions,
communicating effectively, and resolving conflicts
nonviolently. These skills help children to make
good decisions, to be more empathetic, and to be
optimistic in the face of setbacks.

The hopeful news is that schools and parents,
working together, can play pivotal roles in sup-
porting children’s healthy development in dealing
with their emotions and their relationships. In the
U.S., this is referred to as social and emotional
learning because these are skills that can be
learned and mastered, every bit as much as lan-
guage or mathematics or reading can be.
Furthermore, teaching academic skills and social
and emotional skills is not an either/or proposi-
tion. There is a great deal of research evidence to
indicate that students perform better when aca-
demics are combined with SEL.28 When social and
emotional skills are taught and mastered, they
help children succeed, not just in school, but in all
avenues of life.

The SEL movement in the U.S. is related to
other national youth development and prevention
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engage in meaningful,
relevant learning expe-
riences, …they learn
concepts and skills in a
deep and genuine way.



initiatives, such as character education and
school-based health promotion programs. SEL is
significantly different from these, however,
because it systematically addresses the numerous
social and emotional variables that place youth at
risk for school failure, such as a lack of attach-
ment to a significant adult or the inability to man-
age emotions.

Many of the early social and emotional learn-
ing efforts in schools were developed to combat
risky behaviors such as teens’ use of drugs and
alcohol, dropping out of school, unwanted teen
pregnancies, and other pitfalls of adolescence.
These effects are related to children’s social and
emotional development by focusing on a single
problem or issue such as preventing substance
abuse. SEL, however, provides educators with a
common language and frame-
work to organize their activi-
ties. SEL is an inclusive
approach that covers the
entire spectrum of social and
emotional competencies that
help children to be resilient
and successful learners. When
the W. T. Grant Foundation
commissioned a study of all
such programs to see what
actually made some of them
work (while others did not), the teaching of social
and emotional skills emerged among the crucial
active ingredients.

The Founding of the Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning (CASEL)
The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and
Emotional Learning (CASEL)29 has been at the
forefront of moving the agenda of social and emo-
tional learning forward in the United States.
Founded in the U.S., CASEL has been providing
national and international leadership for educa-
tors, researchers, and policy makers to advance
the science and practice of social and emotional
learning since 1994. CASEL’s organizational
vision and mission guide all that it does:
VISION: We envision a world where families,
schools, and communities work together to pro-
mote children’s success in school and life and to
support the healthy development of all children.

In this vision, children and adults are engaged,
life-long learners who are self-aware, caring and
connected to others, and responsible in their deci-
sion-making. Children and adults achieve to their
fullest potential and participate constructively in
a democratic society.

MISSION: To establish social and emotional learn-
ing as an essential part of education.

CASEL investigates the best ways to advance
children’s social and emotional learning and pro-
vides training to educational leaders and school
staff in how to make SEL the foundation for aca-
demic success, disseminating research findings on
the most effective practices and programs to edu-
cators, researchers, and policy makers. Working

in collaboration with other
organizations, CASEL promotes
the principle that safe, support-
ive learning communities are an
essential component of effective
school reform.

CASEL was inspired by the
vision of its cofounders, educa-
tor-philanthropist Eileen
Rockefeller Growald and former
New York Times science writer
and author Daniel Goleman. In

1994, Growald, Goleman, and collaborators con-
vened leading educators and researchers to dis-
cuss effective whole-school change practices that
incorporate rigorous scientific research. Out of
this meeting came both the term “social and emo-
tional learning” and the organization—CASEL—
to gather and disseminate reliable information
about evidence-based SEL strategies and to trans-
late scientific knowledge into high-quality educa-
tional approaches for all students.

During its first decade, CASEL defined the
field of SEL in the text, Social and Emotional
Learning: Guidelines for Educators, published in
1996 by the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD). This document
was sent as a member benefit to more than
100,000 educational leaders. CASEL established
the research base for the field of SEL, publishing
the essential characteristics and documented ben-
efits of high-quality, evidence-based SEL programs
for children. The U.S. Department of Education
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We owe it to our chil-
dren to help them be
fully prepared for the
challenges and oppor-
tunities that they will
face.
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CASEL is unique in education today. It is an
organization devoted to improving education by
bridging theory, research, and practice—and to
pursuing the goals of school improvement and
student success through continuing dialogue and
collaboration with educators.

Social and Emotional Learning in the
Anchorage School District, Alaska30
Russian Jack Elementary School, Anchorage,
Alaska, May 1993 (Linda Lantieri’s journal
entry):31

It is spring in Anchorage, Alaska. This is my
first trip to Russian Jack Elementary School but
my eighth trip to the Anchorage School District
(ASD) since 1988, when I first started to assist
this school district in paying attention to chil-
dren’s hearts as well as to their minds. Russian
Jack has been part of the Resolving Conflict
Creatively Program (RCCP) for four years now.
…Upon entering Russian Jack, I notice a sign on
the entrance. It reads, “Our mission at Russian
Jack, a school of cultural diversity, is to ensure
that each student is actively involved in their
learning, while developing a sense of self and
becoming a productive citizen who will contribute
to society in a meaningful way.”

Already I have a sense of this school. I contin-
ue down the hallway, taking in my new surround-
ings. To the right there’s a large glass display
case. Inside are a myriad of art projects, bright
colorful masks, and drums. A sign above reads,
“These masks and drums are representative of the
culture of the Inuit people of Alaska. They were
made by our Young Ambassadors, students dedi-
cated to promoting a deeper understanding of the
rich cultural diversity of the children at the
Russian Jack Elementary School.”

Donna, the school’s principal of six years,
welcomes me. I had met Donna once before, at an
RCCP advanced training for administrators a few
years before. Donna offers to take time out of her
busy schedule to take me around the school. She
talks about her school and how they’ve imple-
mented RCCP. Heading up the stairs toward the
second floor, I see a huge banner with P-E-A-C-E
in large, multicolored letters sewn over a pastel
backdrop. It is magnificent. Young people must
read this several times a day as they go back and
forth to the library and their classrooms; adults
read it too.

funded CASEL to review and create an objective
guide to SEL programs. The resulting document,
Safe and Sound, sold out 15,000 copies and has
been downloaded from CASEL’s website more than
150,000 times.

CASEL research syntheses established the link
between these programs and greater attachment to
school, less risky behavior, and greater student
assets, leading to better academic performance and
success in school and life. The CASEL text summa-
rizing much of this work is Building Academic Success
on Social and Emotional Learning: What Does the
Research Say? published in 2004 by Teachers College
Press. Most recently, in partnership with urban,
suburban, and rural schools in different parts of the
country, CASEL has developed strategies for using
SEL as an organizing framework for coordinating
all of a school’s academic, prevention, health pro-
motion, and youth development activities.
Knowledge and products developed from this work
are combined with applications of the latest
research in systems change, leadership develop-
ment, and program implementation in the 400-
page CASEL document, Sustainable Schoolwide SEL:
Implementation Guide and Toolkit, which sold out its
first printing of 2,000 copies and serves as the core
element of CASEL’s national training program.

CASEL also advises districts, states, and coun-
tries, providing technical assistance and training on
policy approaches to support SEL and systems for
expanding practice on a broad scale.

In the past two years CASEL has conducted 23
sold-out two-day school and district trainings with
300 school teams (representing several hundred
thousand students) from across the U.S. as well as
Australia, Spain, and Canada. In 2007, noting the
research base for SEL and CASEL’s role in the field,
UNICEF contracted with CASEL to lead an evalua-
tion of its Child Friendly Schools model, to assure
better attention to student social and emotional
development.

CASEL is having widespread influence on
school practices, policies, and professional develop-
ment throughout the world. Its website—
www.casel.org—where papers and reports from
CASEL’s and others’ projects are posted, attracts
visitors from throughout the world. In addition,
periodic reports are shared with the more than
10,000 subscribers to CASEL’s electronic newsletter,
CASEL Connections.
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of Educational Leadership, a well-known and respect-
ed educational journal in the U.S. Tom wrote a won-
derful article tracing the history of conflict resolu-
tion in schools and highlighting our work in New
York City with the researched based SEL program
he and I co-founded—the Resolving Conflict
Creatively Program (RCCP). He titled his article
“Johnny Can Learn to Negotiate.” Since Educational
Leadership is a journal to which almost every princi-
pal in America subscribes, we became national
news and began to receive many inquiries. One of
them was from the Anchorage School District in
Alaska, saying that they were ready to sponsor a
course in “peace education” in three weeks. My first
thought was, “Are you kidding? How could some-
thing that was developed in urban New York City
be of any use to a school system in Anchorage,
Alaska? I also had a sense, however, that what we
were doing in NYC was going to catch on around
the country and that we needed to humbly share
what we had been learning. By the end of the day I
called them back to say yes.

Flying into Anchorage airport, the earth blan-
keted in white, the imposing mountains at a dis-
tance, I wondered whether this was a crazy idea—
a big mistake—or whether our grassroots origins in
New York City, teaching young people how to man-
age their emotions and resolve conflict nonviolent-
ly, had a certain universality regardless of the dis-
tance and differences that separated these two
places.

In retrospect I understand how important it was
to go to a place like Anchorage. Had I not expanded
to the Anchorage School District next with our SEL
program, I suspect it would have taken me a long
time to realize that this kind of work could take
hold in any school environment that was concerned
about these issues. Today, the ASD is the nation’s
88th largest school district, with about 50,000 stu-
dents—nearly 40% of Alaska’s school children.
Over 30% of ASD students live in poverty.
Increasingly diverse, ASD now has a 50% minority
population; 84 languages are spoken in its schools.
The ASD has the largest population of Alaska
natives in the state. While the district is proud of its
ethnic diversity, it is also experiencing the pains of
large achievement gap among constituencies and a
huge dropout rate.

In the summer of 2007 I made my 28th trip to
the ASD. It has been a joy to work with such an

Teachers and children alike greet us as we
visit classrooms and observe them at work. They
are working in groups, talking and sharing ideas.
Classroom walls display several indicators that
Resolving Conflict Creatively Program is in place
at this school. “Put-up” charts (giving examples of
the opposite to “put downs”) line walls. Words
such as “I-Messages” and “Active Listening” are
listed as tools to be used for communication in
the classroom. There is calm in the air, not the
frenzy one can sometimes feel in schools.

Recess begins. Donna is called to the office. I
head out to the playground. It is a warm, clear
day. The sun is up and shining almost all day at
this time of the year. The children are playful and
carefree. Mediators stand by in the lunchroom
and outdoors. Several times a conflict begins to
erupt, but mediators intervene immediately. I am
told that the library mediation room is available
in case it gets too cold to mediate outside.

Throughout the day, children and teachers
share their experiences with me. They talk about
Russian Jack proudly and openly. They talk about
the benefits they see since RCCP has been at their
school. They support their mediators, who they
feel are helping to create a culture of nonviolence
at this school. Young people talk highly about
their teachers, principal, and mediation program.
They feel safe at this school. “It’s a good school,”
says Nikita. “Not like my other school where kids
used to fight all the time.”

These images from Anchorage offer hints of
what can happen when the kind of educational
vision we have been talking about is put into
practice. Little did I know then what I know
now—that the Anchorage School District (ASD)
would lead the way for school districts across the
U.S. to commit to implementing social and emo-
tional learning standards and benchmarks. How
did the ASD arrive at this place? What can we
learn from them that can inform other school sys-
tems throughout the U.S. and the world to make
SEL a core part of the mission and vision of an
entire school district?

Anchorage’s SEL journey began in December
1987, when Tom Roderick, Executive Director of a
nongovernmental organization—Morningside
Center for Teaching Social Responsibility—was
asked to write an article on the topic of children
and violence for the contemporary issues section
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al Assets Framework. Michael Kerosky, Supervisor
of Anchorage’s Safe and Drug-Free Schools
Program remembered how important this was: “It
was a radical shift for us. Instead of focusing on
stopping negative risk behavior, we were focusing
on building young people’s strengths. Exposure to
this training also convinced [those at] the top that
this kind of approach made sense. We also each
knew intuitively from working with young people
that this approach would work.”

The ASD engaged teachers, staff, principals,
and the wider community in many meetings to
begin to identify which of the external develop-
mental assets the family, school, and community
were already providing their young people and
which of the internal assets they were strengthen-
ing through implementing researched-based SEL
programs. The Developmental Assets Framework
became common language at the ASD. Every new
teacher was exposed to this training, as were bus
drivers, security guards, and school secretaries.
The entire community was involved in reflecting
on the social, emotional, and ethical state of the
children they served. As Michael Kerosky said,

Adopting SEL benchmarks was based
on the resiliency work that had been done
before. That created the fertile ground for
this work not to be seen as ‘social engineer-
ing,’ as it had been looked upon by many a
decade earlier.

In 2004 Anchorage passed another important
milestone on its SEL journey. Superintendent
Carol Comeau, in an effort to consistently infuse
the Search Institute’s Developmental Assets
framework district-wide, convened a team of peo-
ple to design an action plan. The team conceived
of the Social and Emotional Learning Six Year
Plan. The plan had as its main premise the goal of
having SEL as an integral part of the curriculum
frameworks of the entire district. To ensure that
this plan would move forward, the school district
committed itself to creating a new position, the
Social and Emotional Learning Curriculum
Coordinator. Victoria Blakeney, a veteran high
school teacher who had been actively incorporat-
ing SEL in her high school English curriculum, was
selected for the position. In 2007, in a show of
support, the school board voted to absorb the

amazing group of people, people who are changing
the vision of education for the whole country. Here
is their story.

The Anchorage School District’s SEL
Journey of Success
In an era in which the No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
Act has forced schools to concentrate on increasing
students’ test scores rather than engaging them in
a world in which they will succeed, the Anchorage
School District was able to place social and emo-
tional learning at the center of its mission. How did
the district get its families, community, and school
board not to dismiss this kind of curriculum as “soft
and touchy-feely” and help them recognize that
social and emotional learning can be part of a rig-
orous and achievement-oriented education? We
have much to learn from their example.

In August 2006, the Anchorage School Board
became the first school district in the U.S. to unani-
mously approve the implementation of SEL stan-
dards and benchmarks for incorporation into the
district’s academic program. How was this diverse
urban school district, with a teaching staff of
3,500, able to make this significant commitment to
such a holistic vision of education for the 50,000
students it serves? The story involves the coura-
geous leadership of dynamic superintendent Carol
Comeau, forward-minded thinking on the part of
the wider leadership of the district, and a long term
democratic decision-making process committed to
building staff and community understanding and
support for these efforts.

For two decades the ASD has had an expansive
view of what skills a graduate needs to be ready for
the 21st century. During 1988-1998, it became
committed to implementing a few different
research-based SEL programs, including RCCP, in
many of its schools, well before most school sys-
tems were even thinking in terms of prevention.
During this same period, the district was also intro-
duced to the work of the Search Institute in
Minnesota, which had identified forty “developmen-
tal assets” that young people need to be successful.
The more of these assets young people had in their
life, the Search Institute research found, the more
likely they were to grow up healthy, productive,
and caring.

School board members and superintendents
statewide started to be trained in the Development-
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Social Management = “I will...”
This resounded with all of us and, from
then on, the task seemed easier. We could
use as our mnemonic the phrase, “I am, I
can, I care, I will.”

Once the committee drafted the standards, they
aligned them with their corresponding
Developmental Asset, to honor the framework that
had already been established in the district. From
there began a year’s worth of listening sessions—
editing, informing, and trying to make the stan-
dards accessible to all of their stakeholders. On
August 14, 2006, after an hour-long question and
answer session, and with much excitement, the
Anchorage School Board adopted the implementa-
tion of the SEL standards.

During the following year, Vickie continued to
work to align the standards with many of the other
existing programs and curricula so that teachers
could see which of the standards were being taught
and which needed more focus. For example, the
Resolving Conflict Creatively Program (RCCP) was
implemented in quite a few elementary schools, so
Vickie brought together a team of RCCP teachers
and they evaluated the RCCP curriculum through
the lens of which SEL standards were being directly
taught and in which lessons they were being
taught. A similar alignment was done for the dis-
trict-adopted health curriculum, the middle school
Aggressors, Victims, and Bystanders (AVB)
Program, and 12 other programs or curricula cur-
rently implemented in the district, including the ele-
mentary reading curriculum.

The long-term goal for the school district is to
figure out how many of the SEL standards teachers
have the potential of teaching by using their exist-
ing curricula and which ones they need to find
more ways to support. More and more of the
schools in Anchorage are self-selecting to add a
research-based SEL program to their school day.

The next task ASD is working on is figuring out
how they will assess whether or not students have
mastered SEL skills. The ASD sees their work as
“putting the assets into action.” The adoption of
these standards, however, does also seem to be
empowering the various individual schools to
address SEL more intentionally and programmati-
cally. In order to support the deepening of the work
around SEL standards, the school district decided
to select two elementary, two middle, and two high

SEL Curriculum Coordinator’s salary, previously
grant-funded, into the general fund.

Under Vickie’s direction, a district-wide steer-
ing committee was created to help drive the SEL
initiative. The academic curriculum frameworks of
the ASD was and still is primarily standards-
based, which means that for each subject that is
taught, there are specific grade level appropriate
competencies in which students are expected to
become proficient. These are known as “bench-
marks”—competencies that are easily measurable
and observable. The first task of the SEL Steering
Committee, therefore, was to write SEL standards
and benchmarks to bring before the school board.
The purpose of this strategy was to ensure that
the teaching of social and emotional learning
skills would be considered as important as any of
the other curriculum areas students in the
Anchorage School District were expected to learn.

At this stage of its planning, the ASD Steering
Committee reached out to the Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning
(CASEL). At that point CASEL was experienced
and committed to advancing the science and
expanding the practice of SEL in schools, school
districts, and state policy. The benchmarks and
standards Anchorage created were inspired by
CASEL’s work in the state of Illinois. The ASD
Steering Committee also spent two years looking
at what other districts were doing and engaged
each other in reflective conversations about what
they really wanted for their students in the social
and emotional learning domain. They got input
from staff and community and finally drafted
their own version of the benchmarks and stan-
dards. The Steering Committee creatively devised
an approach to organize and communicate what
they were trying to do by using the four compo-
nents of SEL as outlined by CASEL, which are self-
awareness, social awareness, self-management,
and social management. Vickie describes the
process:

I remember a great moment in our
group when one of the steering commit-
tee members realized that the four quad-
rants that make up the goals for SEL
could correspond with certain headings:
Self-Awareness = “I am...”
Self-Management = “I can...”
Social Awareness = “I care...”
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the original SEL steering committee, serving a piv-
otal role in writing the ASD SEL Standards and
Benchmarks. Because of the level of their invest-
ment, the ASD has drawn national attention to
the field of SEL. In 2007, the George Lucas
Education Foundation filmed an onsite documen-
tary of ASD’s SEL initiative for the online maga-
zine Edutopia. Superintendent Comeau presented
their work on SEL at the Council of Great City
Schools and the CASEL Forum in 2007. Many
nationally known SEL leaders and practitioners
support and collaborate with the ASD on the
work they are doing. This national support has
helped to ensure that their implementation of SEL
is excellent.

Social and Emotional Learning at
PS 24, the Dual-Language School
for International Studies in
New York City
Public School 24, also called the Dual-Language
School for International Studies (Spanish and
English), is a school in which academic instruc-
tion, social and emotional learning, and mental
health services are fully integrated for the benefit
of students, families, and teachers.32 This elemen-
tary school for children 4 to 12 years of age is
located in the heart of a largely Latino working-
class neighborhood called Sunset Park in
Brooklyn. Nearly half of the school’s 839 students
are learning English as a second language. Most
emigrated from Mexico, the Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, and other countries in Spanish-speaking
Central and South America. Some children are
Chinese. About 90% of the students are eligible
for free or reduced-price lunches, which is a clear
indicator that they are from low-income families.
New York City has more than a million public
school students and 1,400 public schools. The stu-
dent population of the entire school system is
diverse: 32.5% Black, 39% Latino or Hispanic,
14% Asian, and 14.5% White.

Inside the school building, signs of a child-cen-
tered approach to teaching and learning are evi-
dent. PS 24’s walls are covered with children’s col-
orful artwork. Teachers aren’t screaming in hall-
ways or classrooms; the lunchroom is noisy, but
the children are engaged and mannerly. “Visitors
to our school often comment about the warmth
and respect students and adults show for each
other here,” says Principal Christina Fuentes.

schools to be SEL pilot schools. These pilot schools
are helping the SEL Coordinator to determine what
resources or support schools need, and then Vickie
works to provide that for the pilot schools as well
as all of the other schools in the district.

It also became apparent to the school district
that they weren’t really going to help students
thrive in their SEL skills if they didn’t focus on pro-
viding them with a culturally responsive environ-
ment in which to learn, given how culturally diverse
their student body was. Therefore Vickie worked
with the district’s Culturally Responsive Education
Action Committee, spearheading the design of a
Culturally Responsive Teaching Continuum. This
continuum provides teachers with a look at their
practices, showing them how culturally responsive
they currently are, and how they can move further
through the continuum. Both tools—the continuum
and the SEL standards—are used at various profes-
sional development offerings at conferences and
trainings around the district.

At least one team from every school in the dis-
trict has now been trained in the use of both. Vickie
is also an active member of various initiatives in the
wider Anchorage community. For example, she
serves on committees around Anchorage aimed at
closing the achievement gap and ending racism as
it exists in their community. ASD is currently work-
ing on developing a district-wide plan to roll out
diversity training to all of its school personnel. The
district has found that SEL and cultural responsive-
ness work can be a perfect match in both building a
strong sense of self-awareness and a willingness to
deal with a formerly taboo subject—racism.

Finally, ASD is also developing a Standards
Based Report Card for social and emotional learn-
ing. The current report card has a place to score
things like citizenship and responsibility. The scor-
ing is arbitrary, however, and nearly meaningless to
teachers and parents. A new report card is being
designed, therefore, with rubrics that will rate the
15 SEL standards individually, giving teachers clear
indicators by grade level (K-6) to help them to deter-
mine whether or not the student is learning and
applying a standard.

Anchorage’s success has reached beyond
Alaska. Superintendent Carol Comeau is recognized
as a national leader in SEL reform and serves on
CASEL’s Advisory Board. ASD’s Assistant
Superintendent, Rhonda Gardner, volunteered on
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mediators always have an adult coach, usually a
parent, who has also been trained in the process.
The coach is nearby in case a problem should arise.

Some of the mediators also become “Peace
Helpers” who go into kindergarten through third
grade classrooms to set up “peace corners” to help
younger students address problems that arise by
resolving conflict nonviolently. A peace corner is a
place where a student can go for a few minutes if
he or she is upset or having a conflict with some-
one. Peace helpers are available on request to sit
with the upset students to help them feel better or
work things out. At PS 24, every kindergarten
through grade three classroom now has a peace
corner and peace helpers. The school also operates
an after-school program, PAZ (“Peace from A to Z”)
every school day of the year for some 360 stu-
dents.

In the spring of 2007, some upper grade stu-
dents got specialized training to become part of a
“diversity panel” that shared their cultural stories
and experiences with various classrooms in the
school as part of the school’s first ever “Diversity
Week.” Teachers were asked to discuss diversity in
their classrooms every day during that week and
the student diversity panel helped by making class-
room presentations.

When Heather shared her story in one class-
room, she explained to her fellow students:

It was hard for me in my old school.
People made fun of me because I have only
one hand. So I started playing sports—
basketball, football. And when I got better
at it, they started to leave me alone.

Jason described his experience as an African
American with the following remarks:

I was in the park one day with my mom
and her boyfriend. And I was bored, because
only younger kids were there. And then three
white kids came into the park that were my
age. I asked if I could play with them. And
they said, “No, we won’t play with you.”
And I asked them why. And they said,
“Because you’re black.” I went away and I
thought about it. And I thought that they
were wrong, that it shouldn’t make any dif-
ference what color my skin was. So I went
back over to them and told them that.

PS 24 has been implementing research-based
social and emotional learning programs since the
school opened its doors in 1997. Explains Fuentes:

Attending to social and emotional
needs is critical. Students need to feel good
about themselves to learn. If we want them
to be risk-takers intellectually, we need to
help them feel safe in school and at home.
The more we address emotional needs, the
fewer discipline problems we’ll have. This is
not only right to do morally; it’s a strategy
to get kids to achieve academically.

PS 24 has partnered with a nongovernmental
organization, Morningside Center for Teaching
Social Responsibility, to carefully implement its
SEL curriculum. Morningside Center was founded
in 1982 by educators concerned about the dan-
gers of nuclear war. Its mission is to help students
and teachers learn creative, nonviolent ways of
dealing with conflict and cultural differences.

Virtually all of the teachers have received pro-
fessional development in SEL through the
Resolving Conflict Creatively Program (RCCP), one
of the longest running research-based K-8 SEL pro-
grams in the U.S. Some of the teachers have also
been trained in a newer SEL program called the
4Rs (Reading, Writing, Respect, and Resolution)
Program, which integrates conflict resolution into
reading, writing, and speaking skills for grades K-
5. Each unit of the 4Rs curricula begins with a
teacher reading a book aloud to the students.
Students practice SEL skills in the context of
understanding the story and its context in their
lives. Currently this program is undergoing an
extensive three-year scientific evaluation, and ini-
tial results are promising. Through both of these
efforts, the teachers at PS 24 are able to provide
regular instruction for their students in SEL skills
(for example: active listening, dealing with feel-
ings, assertiveness, negotiation, mediation, deal-
ing well with diversity, and making a difference).

In addition, the school has approximately 40
trained peer mediators (4th and 5th graders) to
help their classmates talk out problems and arrive
at solutions. Mediators receive a three-day train-
ing and learn a specific 17-step mediation
process. Once trained, they work in teams of two,
usually during lunch or recess. They wear peer
mediator T-shirts when they are “on duty.” The
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of the highest grades among schools rated. The
school also received outstanding scores on the
NYC-DOE’s Learning Environment Survey. PS 24’s
survey responses were above average in every cat-
egory (academic expectations, communication,
engagement, safety, and respect).

In its most recent Quality Review Report, the
NYC-DOE gave PS 24 its highest rating, calling it
a “well-developed school” in all five areas evaluat-
ed. The report noted that:

The school has developed excellent
partnerships with organizations dedicated
to conflict resolution and peace mediation.
Students as young as kindergarten age are
trained as peacemakers and mediators.
There have been no suspensions this cur-
rent school year and only one last year
…Children are happy, feel safe, and take
an active role in their daily learning.
Students who were questioned felt respect-
ed by all teachers and were able to name
not one but several individual staff mem-
bers whom they trusted.

When children actively engage in meaningful,
relevant learning experiences, as they do at PS
24, they learn concepts and skills in a deep and
genuine way. As David Elkind wrote, “Once
growth by integration has been accomplished, it
is difficult—if not impossible—to break it
down.”33 Creating an effective school-based SEL
program that teaches young people how to inter-
vene mindfully and respectfully in conflict situa-
tions and to make ethical choices in their own per-
sonal and social behavior requires the kind of
instruction that goes beyond just telling students
what they ought to know and how they ought to
behave. It requires a pedagogy of active learning
that enables students to recognize and practice
the skills and ideas they have learned in the class-
room in real life.

The story that began this article is one power-
ful example of this kind of learning in action. The
boys in that story had SEL instruction for at least
a couple of years. The boy who was insulted prac-
ticed some important and standard techniques for
managing his emotions and handling the conflict.
First, he paused and took a slow, deep breath.
This is a technique taught to children to help them
control their emotions when they realize they are

Many other aspects of PS 24’s curriculum pro-
mote SEL. For example, the school’s dual language
program helps the many new immigrants make an
easier adjustment to their new country. Students
read books of their own choosing, write from their
life experiences, and practice their communication
skills in group discussions which foster SEL skills as
well.

Of course, there are some children at PS 24 who
need extra help in SEL (as there are children who
need extra help in reading or math). For 2nd and
3rd graders who continually get into trouble during
lunch and recess, a staff developer from
Morningside Center and the school’s guidance
counselor provide “lunch clubs,” in which three or
four of these challenging younger students are
paired with older peer mediators to form a group
that meets once a week for six weeks or more to
check in with each other and get extra practice in
SEL skills. For example, in these sessions they might
role-play how to be strong without being mean in
specific situations. The lunch clubs have resulted in
significant improvements in the behavior of many
participating students. To address the needs of
youngsters and their families who need even more
support, the school has a relationship with
Lutheran Medical Center—a local mental health
agency that provides trained therapists and coun-
selors to work with families.

A few years ago, PS 24 chose to become an
“empowerment school.” Empowerment schools, in
the structure and governance of the New York City
Department of Education (NYC-DOE), get more
autonomy in exchange for greater accountability.
The DOE piloted a fairer and more nuanced
accountability system in empowerment schools in
2007. In this process, called “value added,” cohorts
of students are tracked and their progress meas-
ured from year to year, schools are compared with
other schools that have similar student popula-
tions, and schools receive a letter grade (A through
F).

In the 2006-2007 school year, evidence came
flooding in that PS 24’s teaching efforts were hav-
ing a major impact, not only on the school climate,
but also on students’ academic performance. The
NYC-DOE rated PS 24 “exemplary” in closing the
achievement gap. Latino students in the lowest
third in English Language Arts rose to higher levels,
and all English language learners rose to higher lev-
els in mathematics. The school received a B+, one
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Conclusion
The United States has been the first home of

the social and emotional learning movement in edu-
cation in the world. At least some component of
this approach is used in more than half of the thou-
sands of schools in the U.S. Over the last decade,
this humanizing wave in American education has
inspired many other parts of the world to follow. As
this report outlines, many other countries are using
SEL curricula. Today SEL is incorporated in some
form in schools under diverse titles such as “emo-
tional literacy,” “social and emotional education,”
“life skills,” “citizenship education,” and “character
education.”

In Singapore, the Ministry of Education
launched a nationwide SEL program in 2006 and
UNESCO formulated ten basic SEL principles34 in a
statement issued in 2002 to ministries in 140 coun-
tries.35 The ten basic principles are summarized
here:

1. Learning requires caring.
2. Teach everyday life-skills.
3. Link social-emotional instruction to other

school services.
4. Use goal-setting to focus instruction.
5. Use varied instructional procedures.
6. Promote community service to build empa-

thy.
7. Involve parents.
8. Build social-emotional skills gradually and

systematically.
9. Prepare and support staff well.
10. Evaluate what you do.

The SEL movement is one of the most promising
trends in education that we have witnessed in a
long time. It seems to be the “missing piece” in bol-
stering academic success and preparing young peo-
ple for the challenges they face in the 21st century.
The challenges the movement faces now are to
tackle the barriers that may obstruct more wide-
spread adoption.

What will it take for social and emotional learn-
ing to be fully incorporated into the American edu-
cation system as a norm, not an exception? First,
we need to get the word out. Educational leaders in
our country are still largely uninformed about the
research findings concerning the value of social and
emotional learning and how best to integrate and

about to be “high-jacked” by strong feelings. Then
he gave a “put-up” (the opposite of a put-down)
to his attacker and himself, reminding them both
of something positive about each, thus leveling
and elevating the encounter. The put-ups also
cued the children to the SEL teachings they were
familiar with as well, further invoking past learn-
ing about handling conflict. As a result, what
might have been the start of days, months, or
even years of conflict between the younger boy
and two older oppressors was quickly diffused
and turned into a positive encounter.

Generalizing, we note that effective SEL pro-
gramming, such as that at PS 24, includes:

• Instruction in and opportunities to practice
and apply an integrated set of cognitive,
affective, and behavioral skills.

• Learning environments characterized by
trust and respectful relationships.

• Implementation that is coordinated and
reinforces classroom, school-wide, out-of-
school, and at-home learning activities.

• Systematic and sequential programming
from preschool through every grade level.

• Developmentally and culturally appropriate
behavioral supports.

• On-going monitoring and evaluation of
implementation for continuous improve-
ment.

Currently, PS 24 is one of thousands of
schools in the U.S. proving that a school does not
have to choose between promoting academic
achievement and fostering good citizenship in the
context of a caring learning community. A new
vision of education that values young people’s
hearts and spirits as well as their minds is begin-
ning to take hold. Adults and children at PS 24
are partners in creating a positive school environ-
ment. The children are developing their leadership
skills, and have skills in social and emotional
learning that they will use for the rest of their
lives—at home, at school, on the street, at work,
and as citizens.

As we prepare our children to meet the chal-
lenges of living and working in the 21st century,
all children deserve the kind of education prac-
ticed and modeled at PS 24. Our future depends
on it.
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school? We teach them that two and two
makes four, and that Paris is the capital of
France. When will we also teach them what
they are? We should say to each of them:
Do you know what you are? You are a mar-
vel. You are unique… And when you grow
up can you then harm another who is, like
you, a marvel? You must cherish one anoth-
er. You must work—we all must work—to
make this world worthy of its children.
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to train large numbers of people to train others in
these approaches. Again CASEL’s role here is essen-
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would be helpful, for example, for CASEL to experi-
mentally evaluate their resource Sustainable
Schoolwide SEL: Implementation Guide and Tool Kit
and continue to provide technical assistance to
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school personnel struggle with choosing, imple-
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Third, there is insufficient research and knowl-
edge on how best to assess SEL outcomes. CASEL
needs to play a role in further refining and field-
testing rubrics for guiding and measuring SEL prac-
tices and program implementation. SEL report
cards for parent-teacher- student conferences need
to be designed and evaluated.

Finally, in order for SEL implementation to be
widespread, the actions of educators alone are not
sufficient. Policy work is required to guide states
and countries to systematically and broadly imple-
ment and sustain evidence-based SEL program-
ming.

The U.S. faces many challenges in educating its
children, but we are also in a time of great hope
and possibility. The SEL framework—if broadly
adopted—would do much to improve the educa-
tional system in the U.S. We owe it to our children
to help them be fully prepared for the challenges
and opportunities that they will face. I end with the
words of Pablo Casals:

Each second we live is a new and unique
moment of the universe, a moment that
never was before and will never be again.
And what do we teach our children in
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